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Student suspected of auto burglary, theft by deception 
BY LIS STEWART
staff writer
 The USU Police are looking for 
the owners of a number of items 
confiscated during an arrest Oct. 20. 
 Eighteen-‐year-‐old Derek 
Lauritzen was arrested and booked 
on suspicion of auto burglary, 
theft by deception and unlawful 
consumption of alcohol by a minor. 
A Cache County sheriff’s deputy 
driving around early in the morn-‐
ing noticed Lauritzen in the west 
parking lot of Romney Stadium 
carrying a large 
number of items 
and looking sus-‐
picious, accord-‐
ing to Capt. Steve 
Milne of the 
campus police. 
 “It looked like 
Lauritzen was 
going back to his residence from vis-‐
iting a friend on campus, and along 
the way he was just helping himself 
to what he could find in cars that 
weren’t locked,” Milne said.
 Lauritzen was arrested by the 
Logan Police and the case was 
turned over to campus police when 
it was discovered the incidents 
happened on campus, according 
to Milne. He said the police depart-‐
ment knows of six cars that were 
burglarized. The department plans 
to file for additional charges later in 
the week.
 Milne said many of the stolen 
items, such as stereo equipment, 
clothing and jewelry are still at 
the campus police department 
unclaimed. 
 “Obviously there are more victims 
out there that haven’t come forward 
to report,” Milne said.
 Milne said no other automobile 
burglaries have been reported to the 
USU police since August. He said 
it is likely Lauritzen stole the items 
Oct. 20 between midnight and 6 
a.m., and most of the cars were in 
the vicinity of Aggie Village and 
Romney Stadium. He said some of 
the stolen property is not worth very 
much, so it is likely people have not 
yet noticed it missing.
 Milne said people who think 
something may have been stolen 
from their vehicle can come to the 
USU Police Department and file 
a report to see if the description 
matches the stolen items. 
 Milne said students need to be 
careful about what they leave in 
cars.
 “Please keep your cars locked and 
keep your valuables out of sight,” he 
said. “Secure them. Either take them 
with you in your house or secure 
them in your trunk. Don’t make 





East Coast  
Scholarships from fundraising campaign top $26 million
A Howling good time  
BY ALLISON HENDRIX
staff writer
 A USU fundraising effort that 
ended a month ago is already 
benefiting students in the form 
of new scholarships.
  Joan Scheff ke, the associate 
vice president for advancement, 
said more than $26 million of 
the $500 million raised by the 
comprehensive campaign is 
for expendable scholarships — 
money that can be paid out right 
away. Those scholarships have 
already helped many students 
since the campaign started in 
2007, she said.  
 The raised funds will also 
pay for what are called endowed 
scholarships. The scholarships 
are perpetual, which means they 
will benefit students not only 
now, but far into the future, 
Scheff ke said. These include 
admissions scholarships that 
help attract high-‐quality stu-‐
dents, she said. 
  Alanna Cottam, a sophomore 
studying Elementary Education, 
is a recipient of an Aggie Scholar 
scholarship. Although it’s been 
difficult, she said, it has also 
helped her to strive academically 
because in order to keep the 
scholarship, she is required to 
keep a 3.5 GPA.
  “It’s been nice to have some-‐
thing there to push me to keep 
up my grades and do my abso-‐
lute best,” Cottam said. “I found 
that a lot harder in college than I 
thought it would be.”
  Scholarships mean a lot to stu-‐
dents particularly because of the 
current economic downturn, she 
said. If she hadn’t been offered 
the scholarship, she wouldn’t 
have come to USU.
 “With the way the economy 
has been, there’s not a lot of 
money out there,” she said. “It’s 
honestly the only way I’ve been 
able to come to school for the 
last year and a half.”
 Ross Peterson, vice president 
for university advancement, said 
it was difficult for a while to 
get people to donate to endow-‐
ments because of the recession. 
Peterson said scholarship endow-‐
ments affect students more than 
almost anything else, however, 
and USU alumni came through 
with generous donations to 
advance new scholarships. 
  “With the Aggie Promise 
Scholarship, with the Legacy 
scholarship, we’re able to fulfill 
a lot of our goals, but I’d say, in 
my mind, that’s where we need 
to do a lot more work,” he said.
 Scheff ke said the Aggie 
Promise Scholarship was started 
by President Stan Albrecht and 
Ross Peterson. The scholarship 
allows students of limited eco-‐
nomic means who are the first in 
their family to go to college, she 
said. 
   The money that is not used 
for scholarships goes to endow-‐
ments. There, it gets invested 
in different places to assure the 
best return possible. Year after 
year, the return can be used for 
scholarships, Scheff ke said.
  The Aggie Legacy scholarship 
provides support to out-‐of-‐state 
students whose parents or grand-‐
parents graduated from USU, 
Scheff ke said.
  
 WASHINGTON — A strengthen-‐
ing Hurricane Sandy lashed much of 
the East Coast with gale-‐force winds 
Monday ahead of its expected landfall, 
pummeling beach towns as residents 
of major cities hunkered down, federal 
and state governments closed their 
offices and political candidates put 
their campaigns on hold eight days 
before Election Day.
 Heeding days of dire forecasts and 
warnings, Washington, New York and 
other cities launched the type of exten-‐
sive shutdowns that typically occur 
after several feet of snow.
 The Washington region’s entire pub-‐
lic transit system — Metro, Virginia 
Railway Express and the Maryland 
Transportation System — ceased 
operation, leaving residents to either 
drive themselves to work or stay 
home. Shortly after federal officials 
announced that the government would 
remain closed Tuesday, Metro officials 
canceled rail, bus and MetroAccess ser-‐
vice for a second day as well.
 In Maryland, high winds forced the 
closure of the Bay Bridge around 3 
p.m. The Millard E. Tydings Memorial 
Bridge — which carries Interstate 95, 
the East Coast’s major artery, over the 
Susquehanna River — remained open 





 Men fitting through toi-‐
let seats, students holding 
tarantulas and nine tarot card 
readers were just a few of the 
activities at the concert-‐less 
Howl on Saturday night. 
 Despite a $15,000 budget 
cut, students said they saw 
improvements in activities and 
line waits. 
 “I went to the Howl once 
when I was 18, and it was defi-‐
nitely better this year,” said 
Ashley Hunt, who came to the 
event with her husband Logan. 
“Me and my friend left early 
last time because we didn’t 
like it very much, so this year’s 
great. This year we walked 
right in, we didn’t have to wait 
at all.” 
 The event stretched through 
all three f loors of the Taggart 
Student Center and contin-‐
ued to the Nelson Fieldhouse 
where students could find DJ 
Marcus Wing providing music 
for the night.
 Nicole Montgomery, a fresh-‐
man from University of Utah, 
came to the Howl for the first 
time based off the event’s 
reputation. 
 “We heard it’s one of the 
most popular parties in Utah 
for Halloween. The most excit-‐
ing thing here we can’t wait to 
see is the dance. It’s gonna be 
crazy,” Montgomery said. 
 Megan Gasienica, also a 
freshman from the University 
of Utah, said she enjoyed the 
environment. 
 
See HOWL, Page 3
WASHINGTON POST
See HURRICANE, Page 2
A USU DANCE TEAM performs at the Howl on Saturday night. This year, the party streched across all three floors of the TSC. 
DELAYNE LOCKE photo
It’s been nice to 
have something 
there to push 
me to keep up 
my grades and 









 Ross “Rocky” Anderson 
called for action Friday 
afternoon, telling students 
the media have oppressed 
society and supported a cor-‐
rupt government. 
 USU students need to 
band together and join a 
movement to rid the U.S. 
from corruption, he said 
in a Media Morris Society 
Lecture sponsored by the 
journalism department. 
 “This is an important 
conversation for journalists 
and journalism educators,” 
Department Head Ted Pease 
said. “But even more impor-‐
tant for citizens in general 
during an election year.”
 Anderson said the media 
have enabled social injus-‐
tices.
 “We have two categories 
of people in this country,” 
Anderson said. “A two-‐
tiered system of justice and 
a two-‐tiered financial sys-‐
tem and in large part that 
has been enabled … because 
of a media that has lulled 
the American people along.”
  Anderson, the former 
mayor of Salt Lake City 
and presidential candidate 
for the Justice Party, spoke 
in the Eccles Conference 
Center to a group of about 
100 students and members 
of the community.
  He said the news media 
have either misinformed 
or neglected to inform the 
public on important topics, 
particularly climate change.
  “Throughout all of these 
debates the words ‘climate 
change’ never were men-‐
tioned. And yet that is going 
to be the greatest crisis 
you all face in your lives,” 
Anderson said. 
  The reason we don’t hear 
about such an important 
issue is because of the 
media attempting to remain 
impartial, he said. A major-‐
ity of the scientific com-‐
munity agrees that there 
has been a climate shift but 
the media doesn’t report it 
because a few scientists dis-‐
agree, he said. He feels that 
people are being confused.
  “To strongly identify 
one’s status as an American 
is easily confused with con-‐
forming to the government’s 
interpretation of what 
being an American means,” 
Anderson said. “The Bush 
and Obama administrations 
have been keenly active 
in promoting a vision of 
American identity or patrio-‐
tism as uncritical accep-‐
tance of the government’s 
policies and practices.”
  Anderson said the afore-‐
mentioned administrations 
used this conformity to 
condone unconstitutional 
actions like torture and 
murder.
  “These administrations 
have been keen to use this 
conception of identity as a 
cudgel against dissent, espe-‐
cially when the administra-‐
tions’ actions abuse the pub-‐
lic’s trust,” he said. “All too 
often the media have simply 
taken the government at its 
word and cultivated a men-‐
tality of ‘my country, right 
or wrong.’”
  Anderson said this 
same mentality has led 
many Americans to stick 
with either Democrats or 
Republicans regardless of 
any wrongdoings they see. 
Andersen said one example 
is drone strikes sent by 
President Obama killing 
many innocent people 
alongside suspected terror-‐
ists.
  “We’ve got all these 
Democrats standing up 
blindly behind him say-‐
ing, ‘He’s our guy. He’s on 
our team,’” Anderson said. 
“They just totally forfeit any 
claim to principle because if 
that had been George Bush, 
Dick Cheney and Donald 
Rumsfeld … Democrats 
would have been holding 
congressional hearings.”
  Anderson said regular 
citizens need to act together 
and make the government 
change.
  Anne Shifrer, a Logan res-‐
ident and one of Anderson’s 
supporters, said she liked 
the way he “exposed a 
network of misinforma-‐
tion” but wanted to know 
more about the present. 
She believes corporations 
are obstructing the govern-‐
ment.
 Shifrer said she won’t 
stop supporting Anderson, 
though she still believes he 
could have focused more on 
what he could do to change 
things.
  “I love his progressive 
ideas,” she said. “Getting 
tied up in the misrepresen-‐
tations of the past, that’s 
great that we do that, but 
there’s an urgency to be 
looking at the present situa-‐
tion.”
 Alayna Leaming, a jour-‐
nalism student at the uni-‐
versity, agreed with Shifrer.
 “I was expecting him to 
talk more about the election 
than he did,” Leaming said. 
“But because of my media 
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ROCKY ANDERSON SPEAKS at the second Media and Morris Society lecture of the year. The event was spon-
sored by the communications department. MICKELLE YEATES photo
Anderson points finger at media
HURRICANE: Atlantic City, 
New York covered with water
From page 1       
Health and wellness introduces free magazine 
PEOPLE MAKE THEIR WAY THROUGH a flooded street in Sayville, on Long Island’s 
South Shore on Monday afternoon as Hurricane Sandy gains strength. MCT photo
Schools, colleges and 
universities shut their 
doors, in anticipa-‐
tion of power outages 
and dangerous road 
conditions, and some 
announced they would 
be closed Tuesday and 
Wednesday as well. D.C. 
taxi cabs announced a 
$15 per ride emergency 
surcharge.
 U.S. stock markets 
did not open Monday 
— their first weather-‐
related closure in 
nearly three decades 
— and were expected to 
remain closed Tuesday 
as well.
 President Barack 
Obama, who canceled 
campaign plans for 
Monday and Tuesday so 
he could remain at the 
White House and over-‐
see the federal response 
to the storm, urged 
affected residents to 
obey evacuation orders 
and other instructions 
from state and local 
officials. He warned 
that failure to do so 
could endanger first-‐
responders and lead to 
fatalities.
 “We are certain that 
this is going to be a 
slow-‐moving process 
through a wide swath 
of the country, and 
millions of people are 
going to be affected,” 
Obama told report-‐
ers at the White 




plies and is working 
closely with state and 
local officials.
 Asked about the 
storm’s effect on the 
election campaign, 
Obama said: “I am not 
worried at this point 
about the impact on the 
election. I’m worried 
about the impact on 
families, and I’m wor-‐
ried about the impact 
on our first-‐responders. 
I’m worried about the 
impact on our economy 
and on transportation. 
The election will take 
care of itself next week. 
Right now, our number 
one priority is to make 
sure we are saving 
lives.”
 In its latest advisory, 
the National Hurricane 
Center said at 5 p.m. 
Eastern time that the 
center of Hurricane 
Sandy was about 30 
miles east-‐southeast of 
Cape May, N.J., and was 
expected to make land-‐
fall there early Monday 
evening, accompanied 
by a “life-‐threatening 
storm sure and hurri-‐
cane-‐force winds.” The 
center said hurricane-‐
force winds are also 
expected along por-‐
tions of the East Coast 
between Chincoteague, 
Va., and Chatham, 
Mass. But gale-‐force 
winds were already 
battering a stretch of 
Mid-‐Atlantic coastline 





 The Student Health and 
Wellness Center has released 
USU Student Health 101, a free 
online magazine subscription for 
all USU students.
  Lauren Gould, the public rela-‐
tions and marketing intern for 
USU Student Health Services, 
has been working on promot-‐
ing the magazine since August. 
Readership of the first two issues 
is still climbing. 
 “Everybody who has opened 
it and read it, they love it,” she 
said. 
 The magazine comes from 
Student Health 101, an organiza-‐
tion composed of health profes-‐
sionals and student writers from 
across the country. She said the 
articles are analyzed by a profes-‐
sional advisory board and stu-‐
dent advisory board. 
 She said the content is specifi-‐
cally targeted to USU students.  
   “We kind of tailor it towards 
our student body so that it’s 
engaging and it’s what people 
here want to read about,” she 
said.
 She said the usage of the maga-‐
zine is analyzed to determine 
how much students are accessing 
the publication and what they 
are reading most. 
 The magazine includes videos 
in some of its articles, some 
about cooking and exercising. 
 “I am a visual learner,” Gould 
said. “I like seeing the exercise 
done on Youtube so I can get in 
front of my computer and mimic 
the exercise.”
 Gould said normally a one 
year subscription would cost the 
university about $8,000 dollars, 
but this year’s subscription is a 
free trial run. 
  Ryan Barfuss, the prevention 
specialist at USU Student Health 
Services, has been working to 
involve Student Health 101 with 
USU for a few years.
 “Because of the cost associated 
with it and no budget for it, we 
have not been able to get it here 
on campus,” he said. 
  Over the summer, Barfuss said 
USU won the trial subscription 
for the year.
 “This is a huge opportunity for 
the students to receive this type 
and quality of information and 
at no cost to them or the univer-‐
sity,” he said. 
  A survey is given out every two 
years to students, asking them 
if they’ve received health and 
wellness information. Barfuss 
said the majority of people have 
not received this information 
from The Health and Wellness 
Department. 
 He said this is one of the rea-‐
sons the office wanted to have 
Student Health 101 involved with 
USU students. 
  Barfuss receives a monthly 
report giving him the statistics 
of how many views the magazine 
had and how much time students 
spent on particular articles. 
 “My favorite parts of the maga-‐
zine are some of the videos that 
the students produce,” he said. 
“They are very creative and the 
students can relate to them really 
well.”
  Barfuss and Gould are work-‐
ing on a promotion plan that 
would involve Facebook, Twitter, 
table tents in dining areas on 
campus and advertising within 
on-‐campus housing units.
  Barfuss said by reading the 
articles, students can learn new 
ideas to help enrich their lives to 
make them healthy and happy. 
 “The more students read and 
take advantage of this online 
magazine, the more likely we 
can propose that we have this 
magazine next year and the years 
following that,” he said.
– janemiche13@gmail.com





Compiled from staff 
and media reports
 “Black Holes!” is the topic for 
Utah State University’s Science 
Unwrapped Friday, Nov. 2. Featured 
speaker is astrophysicist Pablo 
Laguna, who unlocks some of the 
mysteries surrounding these daunt-‐
ing and powerful cosmic phenom-‐
ena.
  Laguna, professor and direc-‐
tor of the Center for Relativistic 
Astrophysics at Georgia Tech, 
speaks at 7 p.m. in the Emert 
Auditorium (Room 130) of the 
Eccles Science Learning Center. 
Hosted by USU’s College of Science, 
his talk is free and open to all ages.
  “If you could make a black hole 
out of the mass of the sun, it would 
be the size of Logan,” Laguna says.  
  He insists “black holes are 
simple,” primarily characterized by 
their extreme gravitational pull, so 
strong even light can’t escape them.
  “I’m going to give everyone a 
30-‐second course in general relativ-‐
ity,” he says.
 Hands-‐on learning activities and 
refreshments follow Laguna’s talk. 
Guests will learn about gravitational 
waves, lasers and USU’s “Green 
Beam,” a LIDAR (light detection and 
ranging) instrument for studying 
the upper atmosphere that often 
lights Cache Valley’s night sky.
  “Our students and faculty are 
putting together a lot of excit-‐
ing activities,” says Shane Larson, 
Science Unwrapped committee chair 
and assistant professor in USU’s 
Department of Physics. “It will be 
an evening of out-‐of-‐this-‐world fun 
for everyone.”
 The Nov. 2 event is the third 
and final presentation in Science 
Unwrapped’s fall 2012 “Nature’s 
Ancient Stories” series. Science 
Unwrapped resumes with a new 
series in January 2013.
City street closure 
affects road access
 A road closure planned by Logan 
City will continue through Friday, 
Nov. 2 and will affect access to cam-‐
pus and to the Aggie Terrace.
  The 700 East roadway will be 
closed from 600 North to 800 East 
where the traffic signal and the 
Nelson Fieldhouse is located (the 
curved portion of 700 East). Traffic 
traveling both east and west is 
affected.
  The closure will impact entry into 
the Aggie Terrace.
  For those who usually park in 
the Aggie Terrace, access can be 
made on 700 East from the south  or 
from 600 North but not from the 
east. Or, entry to the Aggie Terrace 
can be made via Champ Drive past 
the Haight Alumni Center and the 
Living Learning Center.
 The honors for former USU 
graduate student Stephen Nathaniel 
Macualey continue.
  Recently, the British Council of 
Jamaica hosted the annual Marcus 
Garvey Lecture in Literature, and 
Macualey was the presenter, provid-‐
ing the lecture titled “The African-‐
ness of Charles Johnson’s Middle 
Passage” to an audience of 80 
Jamaican literary scholars.
  Macauley coordinates and directs 
service learning at the University of 
Utah where he also teaches English 
and writing courses. At the U he was 
the recipient of the 2012-‐13 Burton 
Award in the Department of English 
where is now pursuing his doctorate.
  He completed a master’s degree at  
USU in 2008.
  He has publishd articles in the 
Steinbeck Review of America, The 
Arthur Miller Journal of America 
and The Blackpast.org.”




In the article titled “Finding com-‐
fort in the presence of pets” in the 
Oct. 25 issue, a quote was misat-‐
tributed to Mary Doty. Courtney 
Henry said the quote. 
ClarifyCorrect
CampusNews
HOWL: Night included hypnotist, creepy encounters
From page 1                           
STUDENTS WAIT IN LINE to get henna tattoos at this year’s Howl. The event featured a number of performing acts, as well as tarot 
readers and a hypnotist. DELAYNE LOCKE photo
Friday, Oct. 19
Learning Center for a bicycle problem con-‐
cerning bikes being locked to trees. Fliers 
were placed on the bikes informing owners 
not to tie them to the fence or trees in the 
future. 
karts being ridden in the old trailer court 
area. They were admonished and asked to 
leave the area. 
Saturday, Oct. 20
the block A on the east side of Old Main. 
Facilities will be contacted to remove the 
toilet. 
10-‐year-‐old boy. The boy was found in the 
stadium.
-‐
cerned female student about a male 
individual who was taking pictures of 
her. Police investigated and advised the 
individual how his repeated pictures and 
actions were concerning the female. The 
suspect was advised that his actions could 
lead to him being arrested for stalking or 
harassment. The male individual agreed to 
stop and put his camera away. 
individuals who were drinking in public 
and obstructing traffic about 45 minutes 
after the football game. They were told to 
stop. They decided to continue with other 
actions, creating more problems. USU 
Police arrested one individual for intoxica-‐
tion with possible charges of resisting and 
disorderly conduct. One individual was 
released to his two compliant friends after 
being warned by officers. 
Monday, Oct. 22
Cazier Library on a report that there were 
some individuals smoking within 25 feet 
of the entrance of the library in violation of 
the Utah Clean Air Act.
-‐
lem near Highway 89. It was reported there 
were stray sheep. The sheep were gone 
upon police arrival. 
Tuesday, Oct. 23 
at the Stadium. The individual was trans-‐
ported to the hospital for evaluation.
-‐
sion of marijuna and drug paraphenalia. 
The student was issued a citation and 
released at the scene.
activity incident in the the UC parking lot. 
It was reported the individauls were ver-‐
bally fighting. Officers searched the area, 
but were unable to locate the individuals. 
Wednesday, Oct. 24
her ex-‐boyfriend had come to her dorm 
room. She requested that police contact the 
ex-‐boyfriend and inform him she wanted 
no further contact with him. The male 
individual was contacted and informed of 
the female’s wishes. He was advised that if 
he did return to USU campus and cause a 
disturbance, he would be arrested. 
Thursday, Oct 25
that occurred on the east side of Mountain 
View Tower. The investigation is continu-‐
ing.
Compiled by Allee Wilkinson
Contact USU Police at 797-1939 
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911PoliceBlotter
Campaign: Endowments see significant increase
“So far, I like all the cool cos-‐
tumes and all the people, every-‐
one has been really nice  and 
not too creepy. A guy did come 
up to me at one point and put 
his arm around me and said 
‘Let’s go, girl’ and started danc-‐
ing with me,” she said. “It was 
awesome.” 
 The USU Dance Team per-‐
formed several times through-‐
out the night. Eden Kershisnik, 
a sophomore majoring in jour-‐
nalism and communication, 
took part in the team this year. 
Kershisnik said the perfor-‐
mances happened throughout 
the building, rather than the 
stage.
 “Well, there’s the witches, 
and they’re trying to possess 
the kids. I’m a kid, and then 
there’s priests who are trying to 
save us,” Kershisnik said. “We 
just have to walk around and 
scare people and stay in char-‐
acter. I think it’s kind of hard, 
like I’ve been performing since 
six o’clock. I feel like there was 
more people last year.”
 Logan Hunt was in the audi-‐
ence at the hypnotist show 
when he became part of the act 
and danced on the stage like a 
supermodel. 
 “When I was hypnotized, I 
was aware of what I was doing, 
but not afraid to do anything, 
to act out or whatever. I was 
following the instructions that 
I heard. The audience wasn’t 
even there for me, if that makes 
sense,” he said. “I feel more 
energized. Not woozy, but more 
aware of my surroundings. I 
would say I remember all of it, 
just takes a second to recollect 
it. It doesn’t feel like a whole 
hour at all.” 
 The Howl was a f irst for Kali 
Roche, a student majoring in 
business. She said the event 
was fun, but there’s room for 
improvement. 
 “I would say next year to have 
more things going, like more 
events for people who don’t 
have any dance moves, like 
jump houses. That’d be sick,” 
she said. 
 Roche and her friend, Kristen 
Brangsma, couldn’t help but 
shriek when they held the crea-‐
tures at the Creepy Crawler 
Encounters activity. Tarantulas, 
scorpions and beetles and other 
creatures were available to be 
held. 
 “That was fun, that was the 
funnest thing I’ve done. It 
really embraces Halloween,” 
Brangsma said. 
 Brangsma, a student from 
College of Southern Idaho, was 
at the Howl for the first time as 
well. 
 “I just heard a lot of good 
things about it. And I have 
some friends here, so I wanted 
to come check it out. It’s pretty 
awesome, lot of fun things to 
do. You feel a lot of adrenaline.” 
 Roche and Brangsma had 
been to the dance after waiting 
in the line to get in for quite 
some time. 
 “I think that should split up 
the dance more, there’s so many 
people. It’s so crowded, like you 
can’t really move,” Brangsma 
said.
 Jonah Leavitt, a freshman 
majoring in business, said he 
enjoyed his f irst Howl experi-‐
ence, though he ran into a few 
problems getting in with his 
punk outfit. 
 “I have tattoos, and I had a 
chain, but they took it away. 
And I had a stack of fake 
hundred-‐dollar bills. They took 
those away too. I don’t know if 
I’ll get them back,” he said. 
– jeslphs@gmail.com
Alyssa Edwards, a sophomore studying 
communicative disorders, benefited from 
the Aggie Legacy scholarship. As a former 
resident of Nevada, she had to pay out-‐of-‐
state tuition at the beginning of her college 
career, but the scholarship made up the 
difference — letting her attend for the 
equivalent of in-‐state tuition rates until she 
gained residency.
  Edwards was eligible for the scholarship 
because her great-‐grandmother graduated 
from USU. The opportunity to learn about 
her grandmother’s life and experiences at 
USU helped her build a connection to her 
grandmother and with the university as 
well.
  Many efforts are being established to 
retain students after their initial year of 
college when students are more likely to 
have financial worries and fewer options 
for f inancial aid, Scheff ke said.
  “The ones that are for sophomores, 
juniors, and seniors are for retention — for 
students who are having financial difficul-‐
ties. We want to give them a scholarship 
if, of course, they’re qualified to receive a 
scholarship, to help them stay in and finish 
their degrees,” she said.
  One donation came in as a bequest from 
a man who passed away. A significant 
amount of that scholarship was allocated 
to second-‐year students because fewer 
scholarships exist to aid students continu-‐
ing into their second year, Scheff ke said.
  “We find that we have money for stu-‐
dents coming in, we have money for juniors 
and seniors, but there’s a little less money 
to help students continue in their sopho-‐
more year,” she said. “That was a big step 
in retention.”
  Individual colleges have a number of 
scholarships that are specific to their 
programs, mainly donated by alumni who 
graduated in that department, she said. 
One donor set up a fellowship, a graduate 
scholarship, in the department of engi-‐
neering because he graduated from that 
department and had a good experience, she 
added.
  “He set up those funds so other gradu-‐
ate students can benefit like he did,” said 
Scheff ke.
  Max Olsen, a senior in the computer 
science program, received a scholarship 
through his department which has allowed 
him to stay in school rather than take time 
off to save up money. He still has to work 
while he’s in college, but the scholarship 
helps him finish his degree.
  “I think primarily the reason people set 
up scholarship funds is that they want to 
help students. Many of these people ben-‐
efited from scholarships when they were 
here, so they’re giving back.” Scheff ke said. 
“It’s a tradition.”
– abhendrix@pentaracorp.com
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 The local coffee shop Citrus 
and Sage is known for its 
crepes, wraps, coffee and 
ambience. A monthly event 
held at the cafe is frequented 
by locals and students in 
search of guidance from 
Sheila Anderson Dial, a certi-‐
fied hypnotist and practicing 
psychic.
 “I have more senses,” said 
Dial. “It’s not just my physi-‐
cal eyes that are watching 
you — it’s my spiritual eyes. I 
intuitively hear, see and sense 
things.”
 Dial is a certified behavior-‐
al and clinical hypnotist. She 
belongs to the National Guild 
of Hypnotists, an organiza-‐
tion over which she presided 
for three years. 
 A native of Tooele, Utah, 
Dial has lived in Cache Valley 
for about 38 years and has 
been in Logan for the last 
seven. Dial and her husband 
Rick started the monthly psy-‐
chic fair at Citrus and Sage in 
an effort to promote accep-‐
tance and understanding. 
 “I started the psychic fair to 
open up the energy in Logan,” 
she said.
 Dial and her psychic intui-‐
tive group use means such as 
numerology, palmistry, divi-‐
nation cards and channeling 
to infer useful information 
and relate it to the client. She 
counsels on matters such as 
health, relationships, family 
and finances.
 Dial said everyone has gifts 
, but not everyone uses them. 
She said by employing these 
means of numerology, palm-‐
istry and cards, one can draw 
on their gifts of intuition.
 “Most readers have a sort 
of ritual or formula on their 
readings system to draw on 
their tools or gifts,” said Dial. 
“I do the things my mentor 
taught me. Her systems work 
for her and does good for 
me.”
 She said each method or 
step builds on the one pre-‐
ceding it, as well as the cli-‐
ent’s comfort level. She said 
she only gives people the 
information they are ready to 
receive. 
 “I give people what they are 
capable of digesting,” Dial 
said.
 The gifts Dial claims 
to have are clairaudience, 
clairsentience and clairvoy-‐
ance. She said clairaudience 
refers to the voices she hears 
in her head, clairsentience 
is an intuitive feeling of the 
truth of something and clair-‐
voyance has to do with f lash-‐
es of visions she has when 
viewing pictures or movies.
 “I have visions,” she said. 
“I hear multiple voices and I 
know it’s not my voice. They 
word things differently. I try 
to follow what the voices tell 
me.”
 Dial said in spite of the 
cost of her time, which can 
sometimes be outside of a 
college-‐age price range, many 
students go to her to receive 
readings and personal guid-‐
ance. She has had business 
relationships with students 
that have lasted as long as 
two years.
 “I had a student come from 
the university,” Dial said. 
“She’d really get some focus 
on what was going on in her 
life, and she’s working on her 
doctorate. She had no prob-‐
lem paying the money, and it 
was a two year relationship. 
You’d be surprised at how 
many students come in.”
 Klydi Heywood, a senior 
majoring in communication 
studies, had numerology and 
palmistry done by Dial and 
said the experience changed 
her perspective on psychic 
abilities.
 “I’m confused by it all, but 
she was good and changed 
my perspective a little bit on 
the psychic thing,” Heywood 
said. “It’s because she was so 
dead on about my character-‐
istics and I had only known 
her a few days. She nailed my 
insecurities and even my hus-‐
band’s. It was kind of creepy, 
but cool. She is very respect-‐
ful about personal issues, but 
honest.”
 Kyra Roskelley, who gradu-‐
ated from USU last spring 
with a degree in liberal arts, 
had a card reading done by 
Dial and said although she 
was nervous at f irst, she had a 
positive experience.
 “When I f irst heard about 
it I was interested, but a little 
skeptical,” she said. “It was 
definitely helpful with things 
that I was going through. It 
was helpful to see how oth-‐
ers would perceive me and 
see how I was doing. It also 
helped me see things that I 
need to work on.”
 Branson Roskelley, a junior 
majoring in history, was once 
involved with Dial’s group of 
intuitive readers, and during 
that time learned how to do 
palmistry and numerology.
 “Sheila was kind of a men-‐
tor for me for a while,” said 
Roskelley. “I learned to read 
from her. I don’t actively read, 
but I know how. I learned for 
a novel I was writing with a 
psychic character.”
 Roskelley describes psychic 
abilities as gut instinct and 
intuition given a fancy name. 
He said the real capability 
of a psychic to help some-‐
one stems from the ability 
to make inferences about a 
person based on their man-‐
nerisms and idiosyncrasies 
and then counseling based on 
those inferences.
 “So many things tell you 
about a person,” he said. “It is 
seeing those things and then 
giving the person informa-‐
tion that is useful. Your gut 
instinct can tell you things 
about a person. A lot of it is 
similar to psychologist help-‐
ing someone without actually 
knowing all the details.”
 Roskelley said he has 
always been an intellectual 
skeptic of psychic abilities, 
and he focused more on the 
health and emotional aspects 
rather than a fortunetelling 
one. 
 “Palmistry is something 
that can have a fortune telling 
aspect, but it’s more about 
their health and attitudes and 
aptitudes,” he said. “Sheila 
always says it’s written in 
f lesh, not in stone — the 
future is up to you.”
 Roskelley said on rare occa-‐
sions he has felt impressed 
to say something he was not 
able to infer from manner-‐
isms, but in those instances 
he always makes it clear that 
it is not out of an innate psy-‐
chic gift.
 “I love doing it,” said Dial. 
“There is nothing more won-‐
derful than someone coming 
to me for help. It’s a really 
awesome feeling. I don’t 
think we should be left alone 
without knowing where we’re 
going or someone out there to 
help us.”
 Dial said there is a stigma 
against psychics, but it is 
really just terminology.
 “People look at psychics 
like they’re freaks,” she said. 
“In religion we call it inspira-‐
tion, in psychic readings we 
call it intuition. It’s not of the 
devil if I’m inspired to take 
uses divination cards to intuite details about a customer’s past, present 
and future. DELAYNE LOCKE photo
 using her intuitive skills. She does numerology, palmistry, divination cards and channeling with her clients. 
DELAYNE LOCKE photo
See PSYCHIC, Page 6
Common  Hour  
11:30  a.m.  –  12:30  p.m.  
Taggart  Student  Center  -­    
Center  &  West  Colony  Rooms  
September  26:  




Dr.  Ann  Austin,  Center  for  
Women  and  Gender  
  
November  28:  
Dr.  Jeannie  Johnson,  
Political  Science  
Pizza  will  be  
provided!  
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EMILY WILLIAMS, A JUNIOR majoring in journalism, prepares to hold a tarantula that Nate Henshaw, a senior 
majoring in international business and economics, holds in front of her. SAMANTHA BEHL photo
DJ MARCUS WING performs for students at 
the Howl. DELAYNE LOCKE photo
JIM WAND, A HYPNOTIST and mentalist hypnotizes volunteers from the crowd. SAMANTHA BEHL photo
‘THE HUMAN KNOT’ contorts inside a ten-
nis racket. SAMANTHA BEHL photo
KYLE FISCHER, A SOPHOMORE majoring 
in aviation, displays his unicorn costume. DELAYNE 
LOCKE photo
‘The Howl’ entertains smaller crowd
BY NATASHA BODILY
features editor
 Saturday Oct. 27 USU hosted the 33rd annual Howl 
party. Students from several Utah colleges came to 
dance and be entertained. DJ Marcus Wing provided 
music for the evening and My Bad Dance Crews. Aside 
from dancing, attendees could see a magician and 
hypnotist perform. Though the attendance dropped 
from its usual crowd of more than 6,000, around 
5,500 came to what has been known as the biggest 
Halloween party in the state. 
 A contortionist named The Human Knot showed off 
his odd body talents including fitting inside a tennis 
racket. 
 Despite the lower crowd number, The Howl remains 
a state-‐wide tradition. 
 In the past, alcohol-‐related arrests have tainted the 
evening, and USU Police have made efforts to keep the 
event safe. Masks, props, weapons or offensive cloth-‐
ing were not allowed and anyone clearly under the 








Where Utah Gets Engaged!
Surprise her with a solitaire…
let her choose the ring.
G tting Engaged?
S.E. Needham Quality at Internet Pricing.
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Creating costumes
my neighbor a casserole.”
 She said this social stigma and neg-‐
ative attitude towards psychics and 
psychic abilities is her least favorite 
part of being one.
 “The hindrance is bad PR from 
skeptics making you feel like you’re 
crazy,” she said. “Some of the opin-‐
ions and the things they’re afraid of 
come back and hurt me. People are 
afraid of what they don’t understand.”
 In response to skeptics, Dial said 
there is a distinct difference between 
psychic abilities and a loss of sanity.
 “I’m not crazy,” she said. “The 
difference between a psychic and a 
psychotic is that I suit up and show 
up, and I’m not a danger to myself or 
those around me. I think there are 
some crazy people, but I think they’re 







 The Howl was full of students show-‐
ing off their costumes and dancing the 
night away Saturday evening. While 
many costumes were purchased at a 
store or ordered online, some USU stu-‐
dents decided to make their own.
 “When you make your own cos-‐
tume, you can guarantee that it will 
be unique,” said Jordan Gee, a junior 
majoring in elementary education. “It 
usually is cheaper and can be a lot of 
fun as well.”
 “My wife and I really enjoyed mak-‐
ing our own costumes,” said Mason 
Cardon, a Spanish major. “They 
weren’t super intricate, but we had fun 
and saved money.”
 Cardon and his wife Tori, a broad-‐
cast journalism major, are both 
juniors at USU. 
 Mason decided he wanted to be 
“God’s gift to women” this year.
 “All I had to do was put some wrap-‐
ping paper around a box, then cut 
holes for my arms,” Cardon said. “It 
was really inexpensive and easy.”
 One aspect of making a costume 
that some enjoy is the creativity it 
takes to make the costume.
 “You are limited in what costumes 
you can have when you purchase from 
someone else,” Tori said. “When you 
make your own costume, you can 
literally be whatever you want. I was 
an ugly Miss Universe contestant this 
year, and everything I wore was some-‐
thing we already had. It was cool mak-‐
ing something out of what you already 
own.”
 Gee said those who make their 
own costume can let their imagina-‐
tion decide what they will be for the 
Halloween parties.
 “Some homemade costumes become 
so intricate that you would guess it 
was bought it a store,” Gee said. “I 
am super impressed with some of the 
costumes I’ve seen this year. It’s really 





‘THE WEEPING WOMAN’ is a statue in the Logan City Cemetery commissioned 
by Olif Cronquist as a memorial for his late wife, Julia. It is said the statue will cry on 
some nights because she lost several children to scarlet fever. DELAYNE LOCKE photo
MASON AND TORI Cardon, juniors in Spanish and broadcast journalism, made 
their costumes as an ugly Miss Universe and God’s gift to women. Photo courtesy of Tori 
and Mason Cardon
KAYLI NIELSEN GOES green in her recy-
clable outfit. Photo courtesy of Kayli Nielsen
RYLAR AND NICOLE 
MASCO are dressed up as ‘two 
peas in a pod.’Photo courtesy of 
Rylar and Nicole Masco
PSYCHIC: Different from psychotic
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 Today’s Puzzle Answers
Monday, Nov. 1, XXXX
Jerrick’s Fine Jewelry
Single and Pregnant?
A Call for Help
Explore your options.
We’re here to listen.
We’re here to help.
FREE confidential services 
available to all.
175 W. 1400 N., Suite A , Logan175 W. 1400 N., Suite A, Logan
Single and Pregnant?
A Call for Help
Explore your options.
We’re here to listen.
We’re here to help.
FREE confidential services 
available to all.
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 Tagbup!
 Confused, much?  
 I can see why. 
“Tagbup” is my 
Halloween version 
to Christmas’ “hum-
bug.” It comes into 
play because I have a 
very low affection for 
Halloween.
 Our hallowed — 
see what I did there — 
end-of-October holi-
day has never been 
an absolute favorite 
of mine. I’ve never 
been one to enjoy 
dressing up, fright-
ening movies, hang-
overs or anything and 
everything that would 
have the gall to inspire 
literature entitled 
“Frankenweenie.”
 In my mind, there 
was only one saving 
grace to the eve of 
November, which 
was the orthodon-
tic miracle that was 
Trick-or-Treating.
 Trick-or-Treating is 
America’s finest hom-
age to high-fructose 
corn syrup. It’s an 
all-nation festival of 
sweets, treats and 
feats of visual hilar-
ity. It is the annual 
phenomenon where 
wonder meets splen-
dor and children bear 
candy in their pillow-
cases and pumpkin-
shaped receptacles. 
Mostly, in one way 
or another, in a world 
full of overzealous 
safety concerns and 
fad diets, it is a mira-
cle.
 Unfortunately for 
our not-so-gilded yet 
not-so-technological 
age, trick-or-treating 
has come and gone 
for us, leaving our 
hearts in a trail of 
millennial spectacles 
that left our childlike 
hearts when we were 
old enough to real-
ize Santa wasn’t real, 
professional wres-
tling was staged, kids 
didn’t necessarily get 
all of the Trix due to 
practices of modern 
capitalism and, most 
tragically, that Stick 
Stickly was in all real-
ity just a stick.
 Or so we think.
 Perhaps the real 
issue isn’t that trick-
or-treating is some-
thing that we are too 
old for, it is simply 
that the current form 
of trick-or-treating is 
not for our age group. 
Simply, we just need 
to find a form of 
goodie distribution 
that fits our needs 
and demographics. 
Here are five sugges-
tions for collegiate 
forms of Halloween 
door-to-door festivi-
ties that can keep the 
last good thing about 
this dark holiday alive.
 — T r i c k - o r -
Taxes:  Coming to col-
lege brings newfound 
responsibilities, and 
with the end of the 
year not so far ahead, 
nothing comes as a 
treat for young adults 
much like help with 
finances. Every door 
a costume-laden col-
lege student comes 
to will have a folded-
up list of tax filing tips 
for the student, prov-
ing that if payments 
are made now, treats 
will most certainly 
come audit-free later.
 — Pump - or-Treat : 
This one is simple. 
Come in costume; get 
a free gallon of gas. I 
might become gover-
nor if this one sticks.
 —Tr ick-or-Tuit ion: 
The only issue with 
turning a candy-filled 
tradition with one that 
helps pay off school 
is that the cost can 
add up quick, that is 
why this suggestion
has two options. First, 
each traveler receives 
a small cash voucher 
to go into their bank 
account. Second, a 
select group of stu-
dents can win the 
right to go trick-or-
tuitioning in the rich-
est streets in the state 
and can trade in rare 
and delicate candies 
for tender online. This 
is not only a mature 
twist, but is also fis-
cally responsible in 
that it contributes to 
the circular form of 
income.
 The best reason to 
do this? It just may 
fulfill a strange dream 
Zack Morris may have 
had on “Saved by the 
Bell.”
 —Hipst-er-Treating: 
Treats are all organ-
ic, sweetened with 
saguaro cactus nec-
tar and each partici-
pant is followed by 
a modern-day bard 
wielding a rapid-play-
ing mandolin (with 
the way the hipster 
age is moving, we will 
soon be calling these 
people “accoun-
tants”). If nothing 
else, the coordinators 
of this tradition will 
fight hard for trick-or-
treat rights, defend-
ing the certain can-
dies that get under-
utilized. I can see the 
“Taffy 2012” signs in 
my head now.
 —Trick-or-Treating: 
You know what? Why 
put an age on it? This 
is Halloween, for 
Zordon’s sake. Let’s 
have candy, and let’s 
have lots of it. If we 
are forced to do P90X 
and go on a juice fast 
the other 364 days of 
the year, then so be it. 
We can’t just ignore 
the fact that there 
are Tootsie Rolls that 
need eating and a 
small percentage of 
the world that can eat 
them. It’s more than 
a privilege, it’s our 
duty.
 Whatever you do 
this Halloween, be 
safe, enjoy yourself 
and stay away from 
“ F r a n ke n w e e n i e .” 
If you must watch a 
dog-themed movie 
to suit your fancy 
“Homeward Bound 2: 
Lost in San Francisco” 
will do just fine. Trust 
me.
 
– Steve Schwartzman 
is a senior in communi-
cation studies and lin-
guistics. When he isn’t 
trying too hard to make 
people laugh he is usu-
ally watching sports, 
watching 90’s cartoons 
or experiencing all 
things Aggie Life. Got a 
good idea for Steve to 







SWEETS FROM HALLOWEEN can lead to cavities and a follow up workout, but 
are traditionally eaten in excess after trick-or-treating. Stock photo
























Club president pulls fall double duty
BY DANIELLE MANLEY
staff writer
 He had an aluminum baseball 
bat in one hand and a roster in the 
other as he walked off the infield 
at Zollinger Park. The cool near-‐
winter breeze whispered the end of 
the Utah State club baseball team’s 
fall season, but the newly fallen 
snow signaled a change 
in responsibility for 
club president Garrett 
Schiffman.  
 Schiffman 
ended the fall season as the team’s 
acting manager, but next spring he 
will walk back onto the field as just 
another one of head coach Norm 
Doyle’s dedicated players.
 “He’s got a great background in 
baseball,” Doyle said. “He’s played 
at many different levels for many 
different years. He’s just baseball 
smart. We just wanted someone 
that would be very reliable and very 
responsible. Someone that could get 
a lot accomplished for us.”
 Because of Schiffman’s position 
as club president, he spent the fall 
season not only playing but manag-‐
ing the Utah State baseball club dur-‐
ing the fall season.
 Doyle spent the fall season out 
of town for his career and needed 
someone to fill the role of coach 
while he was gone. He said he let 
WAC Champs
JUNIOR AGGIE JESSICA HOSKIN eyes a La. Tech forward 
Laura LeFevour as they chase the ball in Sunday’s 4-0 win over the Lady 







 The Utah State women’s soccer 
team clinched a share of the Western 
Athletic Conference regular-‐season 
title Sunday for the third-‐consecutive 
season and for the fourth time in the 
last five years. The Aggies hosted and 
defeated Louisiana Tech 4-‐0 on the 
final day of WAC play, finishing the 
season with an overall record of 11-‐2-‐6 
and 6-‐0-‐2 in conference play.
 “To earn a share of the champion-‐
ship is a fantastic accomplishment, 
and we have some great momentum 
going into the conference tournament 
as well,” said USU head coach Heather 
Cairns.
 Utah State will share the WAC 
regular-‐season championship with 
Denver, who finished the season with 
a 2-‐0 win over Seattle. Although the 
two teams finished atop the standings 
tied with 20 points, USU clinched 
the No. 1 seed in the upcoming WAC 
Tournament because they defeated La. 
Tech while the Pioneers managed a tie. 
Denver will be the No. 2 seed.
 It took the Aggies some time to 
score the first goal of the match, and 
they had to endure pressure from La. 
Tech. The Techsters were the ones who 
threatened to take the lead early on, 
but the woodwork denied freshman 
Brittany Beddow in the 18th minute.
 Utah State finally found the break-‐
through goal in the 35th minute when 
sophomore Jade Tarver scored from 
five yards out. The goal came off a free 
kick by USU that was cleared by La. 
Tech, but Flynn regained possession 
of the ball and assisted Tarver for the 
goal.   
 Five minutes later, Tarver found 
the back of the net again and doubled 
the USU lead. This time, Sophomore 
Ambryn McCallson played a cross to 
Aggie newcomers shine in debut
JUNIOR CENTER JARRED SHAW takes a shot in the 76-44 
win over Grand Canyon on Friday night. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
BY TAVIN STUCKI
sports editor
 It may only have been an exhibition 
game, but someone forgot to tell Utah 
State fans they didn’t have to show up to 
watch the Aggies dismantle the Grand 
Canyon ‘Lopes 76-‐44 on Friday.
 While it wasn’t a performance mirror-‐
ing the crowd during the 2009 Nevada 
game, HURD members and ticket buyers 
made a solid showing.
 They weren’t the only ones.
 Several Aggies made their Spectrum 
debuts, most notably junior center 
Jarred Shaw, who came to Logan from 
Oklahoma State to play under head coach 
Stew Morrill, but had to sit out last sea-‐
son due to NCAA transfer rules.
 “For his first game in several years, he 
did a nice job,” Morrill said of Friday’s 
starting center.
 Shaw played 23 minutes in his first 
game as an Aggie, pulling down a game-‐
high eight rebounds and scoring 15 
points.
 “He’s learning what coach Morrill 
wants him to do,” said junior guard 
Preston Medlin. “I feel like that’s good for 
him.”
 The 6-‐foot-‐10-‐inch, 235-‐pounder also 
had two blocks and three personal fouls.
 Shaw said Morrill told him to relax 
when he took his first substitution break 
on the bench.
 “I missed a couple shots at the begin-‐
ning, but basketball you can’t get down, 
you got to just keep going,” Shaw said. “I 
felt like I was taking good shots, I feel like 
I just missed. Everybody misses.”
 Shaw didn’t miss with five minutes to 
go when he electrified the crowd of 8,076 
with a dunk to put the Aggies up 30-‐14.
 Shaw was whistled for a technical foul 
seconds later when he pounded his chest 
in celebration.
 “We’ve got to get rid of some of the 
antics,” Morrill said. “That’s already been 
discussed. We’re not going to chest bump 
and talk crap. We’re not going to do that. 
We don’t do that here. He’ll learn that.”
 Medlin said Shaw had a great game 
other than the technical foul.
 “I felt like he did awesome,” Medlin 
said. “He was physical, he was getting 
rebounds, he was making good post 
moves and that’s everything we need out 
of him, so if he can keep that up during 
the season, he’ll be a big player for us.”
 Shaw lost the starting tipoff, went 2-‐5 
from the field and didn’t get a defensive 
rebound in the first half, but he wasn’t 
the only one who seemed to have first-‐
game jitters.
 “We had a lot of guys going in and 
out,” Morrill said. “That makes it a little 
hard to get a flow going. We played a lot 
of different people.”
 Freshman point guard Marcel Davis 
missed his three field goals in the first 
half and ended 1-‐5 on the night with a 
turnover. Lone senior Kyisean Reed went 
1-‐6, though the big man had six rebounds 
and seven steals.
 “We played hard, that was the most 
positive thing,” Morrill said. “There’s a lot 
of execution things that aren’t there, but I 
was pleased by how hard we played.”
 Ten different Utah State players logged 
double-‐digit minutes in the game, seven 
playing more than 17 minutes each.
 “I was pretty impressed how he was 
rotating guys, getting everyone their 
chance to get a feel of how a game actu-‐
ally feels,” Shaw said of Morrill’s substitu-‐
tions. “I think it builds team chemistry 
just to rotate different guys in.”
 Fans will get a second opportunity to 
see the new Utah State players when the 
Aggies take on Simon Fraser on Saturday. 
Tipoff is scheduled for 7 p.m. in the 
Spectrum.
 “I’m already in love with the Spectrum. 
I mean, this was the first game and 
they’re already into it,” Shaw said. “I 
really appreciate the fans and everybody 




See BASEBALL, Page 10
See SOCCER, Page 9
TECH FAIR ATTENDEES:
AGCO Corporation*  
www.agcocorp.com 
Allstate Insurance  
www.allstate.com 
AMEC Environment & 
Infrastructure, Inc.  
www.amec.com  
ARUP Laboratories  
www.aruplab.com 
Autoliv ASP  
www.autoliv.com  
Big West Oil LLC  
www.bigwestoil.com 
Blue Coat Systems, Inc. 
www.bluecoat.com 
Bully Dog Technologies  
www.bullydog.com 








Corporation Service Company  
www.cscglobal.com/careers 
DAKCS Software Systems, Inc.  
www.dakcs.com 







Futura Industries Corp. 
www.futuraind.com 
GE Energy*  
www.geenergy.com 
Goldman Sachs & Company^  
www.goldmansachs.com/careers  




Hill Air Force Base^  
www.usajobs.opm.gov 
Horrocks Engineers  
www.horrocks.com 






Juniper Systems  
www.junipersys.com 
L-‐3 Communications  
www.l-‐3com.com/csw 
Marvell Semiconductor*  
www.marvell.com 
MasterControl, Inc.  
www.mastercontrol.com 
Merit Medical Systems Inc. (Fair 
Sponsor) 
www.merit.com 
Micron Technology, Inc.*^  
www.micron.com 
Monsanto Company*  
www.monsanto.com 
NAVAIR Weapons Division*^  
www.navair.navy.mil/nawcwd/ 









Procter & Gamble  
www.pg.com 
Qualtrics Labs, Inc.  
www.qualtrics.com 
Questar Corporation  
www.questar.com  
Raytheon Systems Company*  
www.raytheon.com/campus 
Rio Tinto^  
www.riotinto.com 






Spillman Technologies, Inc.  
www.spillman.com 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-‐
day Saints – Family History*  
www.lds.jobs 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-‐
day Saints – ICS*^
www.lds.jobs 
The Dennis Engineering Group, 
LLC  
www.dennisgrp.com 





Union Telephone Co., Inc.*  
www.unionwireless.com 
USU Research Foundation/Space 
Dynamics Lab  
Goldman Sachs & 
Company^ 
www.goldmansachs.com/careers 
HELP International^  
www.help-‐international.org 




















Leavitt Group  
www.leavitt.com 











New York Life 
Insurance*  
www.www.newyorklife.com 
Northwest Farm Credit 
Services  
www.magnificentcareers.net 












Peace Corps^  
www.peacecorps.gov 
Qualtrics Labs, Inc.  
www.qualtrics.com 





























The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-‐day Saints – Family History 
www.lds.jobs 




U.S. Army Logan Recruiting 
Office  
www.goarmy.com 
U.S. Bureau of Land Management – 
Nevada^  
www.blm.gov 
U.S. Marine Corps Officer 
Selection  
www.usmc.mil 





USDA Natural Resources 
Conservation Service  
www.ut.nrcs.usda.gov 
Utah Army National 
Guard  
www.utahguard.com 
Utah Department of Agriculture 
and Food  
www.dhrm.utah.gov 
Utah Department of Human 
Resource Management  
www.dhrm.utah.gov 
Utah Department of Workforce 
Services  
www.dws.state.ut.us 
W. W. Clyde & Co.  
www.wwclyde.net 
Wells Fargo Bank  
www.wellsfargo.com/ 

















Xactware Inc.  
www.xactware.com 
Here’s Who’s Coming
 to the Fairs!
Tuesday, Wednesday, Oct. 9-10, TSC   2nd floor. Be There!
www.usurf.org 
USANA Health Sciences  
www.usana.com 
Utah Department of Transportation 
(UDOT)  
https://statejobs.utah.gov 
Utah Department of Workforce 
Services  
www.dws.state.ut.us  
W. W. Clyde & Co.  
www.wwclyde.net  




Xactware Inc.  
www.xactware.com 
YESCO -‐ Electronics  
www.yescoelectronics.com 
Fall CAREER FAIR ATTENDEES:




Aerotek Inc.  
www.aerotekcareers.com 
AGCO Corporation *^ 
www.agcocorp.com 
Allegis Financial Partners  
www.beneficialfinancialgroup.com 
Ameriprise Financial Services Inc.*  
www.ameriprise.com 
Autoliv ASP  
www.autoliv.com 
AXA Advisors*  
www.axaonline.com 
C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc.*  
www.chrobinson.com/careers 
C.R. England Inc.  
www.crengland.com 
Cache County Sheriff ’s Office  
www.CacheSheriff.com 
Call Assistant  
www.callassistants.com 
Cambridge Financial Center  
www.camonline.com 







Convergys Corporation  
www.convergys.com/careers  
Del Sol  
www.delsol.com 
Eide Bailly  
www.eidebailly.com 
Electrical Consultants, Inc.  
www.electricalconsultantsinc.com 
Enterprise Rent-‐A-‐Car  
www.enterprise.com 
Erickson Air-‐Crane Inc.  
www.ericksonaircrane.com 
Fastenal Company  
www.fastenal.com 
Futura Industries Corp.  
www.futuraind.com 
1351 East 700 North
Logan
www.skithebeav.com
Now On Sale for
2012-13 Season
$300
This price valid through November 21.
Logan office now open 9 a.m -‐ 5:30 p.m. 
Monday Through Saturday 
USU students must present written proof that 
they are currently enrolled. Sale applies to 
high school and middle school students, also. 
Students under 18 must have signed parent’s release.
Kent Concert Hall 8:00 pm
Thursday & Friday November 1-2
Admissions $18  at the door, or buy in 
advance at:
Al’s Sporting Goods & CSA Arts Box Office,
 Chase Fine Arts Center or arts.usu.edu
Get a FREE mid-week all season lift 
ticket to The Canyons- $105 value! 
PLUS a subscription to “Ski”
 Magazine for every paid attendee!
USU  Showings:
Not sure abou
t how to expan
d your busines
s and get 
students’ atten
tion?
We’ll help you unscramble your advertising ideas
Call 797-1743 or visit www.utahstatesman.com
The Utah Statesman
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BY CURTIS    
LUNDSTROM
sports senior writer
 Nine games down, three to 
go.
 It’s been an unprecedented 
run for the Utah State 
football team over the past 
season-‐and-‐a-‐half, and the 
Aggies kept rolling Saturday 
with a 48-‐17 demolition of 
the University of Texas-‐San 
Antonio.
 “Overall, it was a great 
victory for us to go on the 
road and play well,” said USU 
head coach Gary Andersen. 
“UTSA is a youthful, excit-‐
ing football team. They play 
hard and physical, and there 
is no quit in them. That is 
a credit to the players and 
a credit to their coaching 
staff.”
 The win made it eight 
straight wins in the Western 
Athletic Conference for 
USU, who will depart for the 
Mountain West Conference 
next season. Whether the 
Aggies win the WAC this 
season or not, it’s hard not to 
argue they’re certainly leav-‐
ing with a bang.
 And while it wasn’t exactly 
a balanced offensive attack 
Saturday — 128 rushing 
yards and 394 passing yards 
—  the Aggies did what they 
had to do to move the ball 
and put points on the board.
 “It was their mindset to 
stop the run, so we had to 
look for something else,” 
Andersen said.
 That something else came 
in the form of sophomore 
quarterback Chuckie Keeton 
hitting 12 different receivers 
while throwing for 340 yards 
and three touchdowns in the 
first three quarters before 
giving way to the second and 
third team players to finish it 
out.
 Senior running back 
Kerwynn Williams rushed 
for 90 yards despite the 
Roadrunners focus on shut-‐
ting down the run and was a 
major factor in opening the 
passing lanes. With UTSA 
crowding the box to slow 
Williams, the 5-‐foot-‐8 Las 
Vegas, Nev., native caught 
three passes for 68 yards and 
kept the defense honest.
 “To make plays, we knew 
we were going to have to 
spit the ball out sideways if 
they stopped our run game,” 
Andersen said. “That was 
a big part of it. The offense 
executed that side of tak-‐
ing what’s there and that’s 
important. Defensively, I 
thought we were solid.”
 The Aggie defense held its 
opponent to 20 points or less 
for the eighth time in nine 
games this season. Senior 
cornerback Will Davis tallied 
his second interception in as 
many weeks and nearly came 
away with a second in the 
end zone before it was ruled 
a simultaneous catch for one 
of UTSA’s two touchdowns.
 The awards kept coming 
as a result of the strong out-‐
ing by the Aggies. Keeton 
was named WAC Offensive 
Player of the Week for the 
third time this season for 
his performance against the 
Roadrunners and USU gar-‐
nered four votes in the USA 
Today Coaches poll.
 Statistically the Aggies 
rank sixth in scoring defense, 
having held opponents to 
14.22 points per game. They 
are 11th in rushing defense, 
allowing 96 yards per game 
and 19th in total defense, 
giving up 319 yards per 
game.
 On offense, the Aggies 
boast a 38th ranked passing 
attack, are 48th in rushing 
and 50th in scoring.
 To top it all off, Andersen 
is now the eighth winningest 
coach in school history in 
just his fourth season with 
22 wins, something he cred-‐
its to the team.
 “I think it’s all about the 
players,” Andersen said. 
“That will never be any dif-‐
ferent for me. They are the 
ones who are making the 
plays, executing and putting 
in the practice time to get 






A HOST OF UTAH STATE DEFENDERS tackle a New Mexico State ball carrier in USU’s 41-7 win over the red-
clad Aggies on Oct. 20 in Romney Stadium. CURTIS RIPPLILNGER photo
USU rolls with win over UTSA
Tarver who had to only push 
the ball toward goal.
 The Aggies went into half-‐
time with momentum and a 
comfortable lead. USU outshot 
La. Tech 9-‐3 in the first half, 
including four shots on goal.
 In the 51st minute, USU 
freshman forward Maris 
Hamblin put Utah State up 
3-‐0 after she cleaned up a shot 
by sophomore Lexi Morgan. 
Morgan had the shot blocked 
by the upright, but Hamblin 
was there to put it in the back 
of the net.
 Sophomore Libby 
Lundquist put the game out 
of reach for La. Tech with her 
goal in the 76th minute to put 
USU up 4-‐0.
 “This was just outstand-‐
ing for us,” Tarver said. “We 
wanted to go into the tourna-‐
ment with the best record we 
could get, so this game was 
really important to us. Coming 
out and making the statement 
of four goals is just huge. It’s a 
morale booster for the tourna-‐
ment.”
 The Aggies closed out the 
season with six consecutive 
wins. USU also earned its 
ninth shutout of the season 
and didn’t give up any goals at 
home during conference play.
 “It’s really awesome to get 
that shutout first of all, and to 
score four goals on our senior 
game on a conference champi-‐
onship game and every single 
person put so much effort 
into it,” said USU goalkeeper 
Ashlyn Mulford.
 Utah State will now turn 
its attention to the WAC 
Tournament, which will be 
held in Logan at Chuck and 
Gloria Bell Soccer Field start-‐
ing Nov. 1 and ending on 
Nov. 4 with the championship 
match.
 “I’m really excited to play 
in front of our home crowd,” 
Cairns said. “We have great 
fans and I hope the students 
come out. I hope the commu-‐
nity comes out as much as they 
have been supporting us dur-‐
ing the regular season. We are 
really looking forward for that 
being our 12th man and them 
giving us that push. It’s going 
to be great to sleep in our own 
beds and be in our own rou-‐
tine.”
 USU and Denver have auto-‐
matically clinched a spot in 
the semi-‐finals because they 
are the No. 1 and No. 2 seeds 
respectively.
 Texas State is the No. 3 seed 
in the tournament and will 
play the sixth seed Idaho on 
Nov. 1 at 12 p.m.
 On Nov. 2 the Aggies will 
take on the winner of the La. 
Tech v Seattle game at 2:30 
p.m. and Denver will play the 
victor between Texas State and 
Idaho at noon.
 The championship match 
will be played Nov. 4 at 1 p.m. 
with the winner getting an 
automatic berth to the NCAA 
Tournament.
 Tickets can be purchased 
at the USU ticket office as 
all-‐session passes or single-‐
session tickets. A single-‐session 
ticket allows admission to one 
day’s worth of games. The all-‐
session pass is eight dollars for 
students with ID cards, and 




SOCCER: Aggies share WAC title
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have helped Utah 
State to an undefeat-
ed season through 
the first eight games 
of the season. Shaun, 
pictured on the 
right, is in his first 
season while Brian, 
seen below, is in his 
second year with 




 The Utah State club hockey team is off 
to an undefeated 8-‐0 start, including two 
wins over the only team that managed to 
beat the Aggies in the regular season last 
year, the Arizona State University Sun 
Devils.
 Utah State beat ASU twice on back-‐
to-‐back nights by scores of 4-‐1 and 2-‐0, 
respectively, and it was in large part due 
to the play of brothers Brian and Shaun 
Gibbons.
 The Gibbons brothers helped the 
Aggies record three road victories 
against Denver University, Colorado 
State University and the University of 
Colorado, beating all three Colorado 
teams for the second time.
 Interestingly, the two didn’t have a big 
sibling rivalry growing up.
 “I was always playing hockey,” Brian 
Gibbons said. “Shaun liked to try out 
different sports. He was a football player 
and a big-‐time lacrosse player, but we 
never had any rivalry. We’re two years 
apart, so it’s kind of hard to do that.”
 Usually competitive people that live 
together have some sort of rivalry going 
on, but the Gibbons brothers were dif-‐
ferent.
 “We haven’t really played with each 
other or against each other,” Shaun 
Gibbons said. “We just helped each 
other out growing up.”
 Since they never had the opportunity 
to be on the same team growing up, they 
are both enjoying the new experience of 
playing together at Utah State. In fact, it 
was Brian Gibbons, who played for Utah 
State last year, who convinced Shaun 
Gibbons to play for Utah State.
 “It’s really no different than playing 
with (Jordan Kerr) or Cooper (Limb),” 
Brian Gibbons said. “He’s just another 
guy on the team, but he’s my brother. It’s 
pretty cool.”
 The fact that they know each other so 
well gives them an advantage on the ice.
 “We haven’t played together before, 
but at the same time, it kind of feels 
like we have,” Shaun Gibbons said. “We 
know where each other are at all times.”
 “We read the ice well with each other,” 
Brian Gibbons said. “It just comes natu-‐
ral for us.”
 Reading the play isn’t the only thing 
the brothers do well together.
 “We protect each other on the ice,” 
Brian Gibbons said. “It’s what we’re 
known for. If one person messes with the 
other one, that person is probably going 
to have to deal with the other brother. 
It’s been that way forever.”
 This mentality was on full display in 
the last game of the ASU series. With 
less than four minutes to play, a brawl 
broke out on the ice. Both Gibbons 
brothers were involved. Brian Gibbons 
will have to sit out the next game for 
fighting, and Shaun Gibbons will have 
to miss the next three games for fighting 
two different Sun Devil players.
 “It goes back to that saying that 
nobody can pick on my brother except 
for me,” Brian Gibbons said. “It’s a good 
thing; it could be a bad thing at times, 
but it’s fun. I like it.”
 Even though Brian Gibbons already 
had a year in the system at Utah State, 
he didn’t have a whole lot of advice for 
his brother except to get him back into 
hockey conditioning.
 “He’s actually taken about a year and 
a half off from competitive hockey,” 
Brian Gibbons said. “Coming up to the 
altitude and training with me all sum-‐
mer, I’ve been pretty impressed with 
him. Obviously everybody has a few 
things to work on, but so far I think he’s 
doing great.”
 Even though the two brothers play 
different positions, they didn’t choose 
them so they could play against each 
other.
 “He’s always been a faster skater, and 
I always liked to hit things, so I decided 
to play defense when I was a kid,” Shaun 
Gibbons said.
 The Aggies’ next games are Friday 
and Saturday at the George S. Eccles 
Ice Center in North Logan. They play 
the University of Utah on Friday for the 
annual “Pink in the Rink” game. On 
Saturday, the Aggies will face off against 
the Weber State Wildcats. In both 
games, the puck drops at 7 p.m.
– sean.osullivan@aggiemail.usu.edu
Twitter: @seansy89
Schiffman know being club president would 
entail a little more responsibility.
 “It’s easy to play on the team in the fall 
because everyone plays a lot,” Doyle said. “In the 
beginning of the spring, everyone will play a lot 
again, but as the season continues, we’ll get our 
lineup set.”
 The games in the fall are primarily for the 
team to accept new players and give everyone a 
chance to play in new positions.
 “With the fall, it’s a good time to evaluate 
the guys’ talent, see how they respond in cer-‐
tain situations and have fun,” Schiffman said. 
“It’s really exhibition. We could go 0-‐16 and it 
wouldn’t mean anything. It’s a little bit different 
come the spring time.”
 Although he knew the balance between coach 
and player would be difficult, Schiffman said he 
jumped at the chance to lead the Aggies during 
the fall. The team ended the 2012 fall season 
Oct. 20 by sweeping a doubleheader against 
Weber State.
 “The first game, Weber threw extremely 
well,” Schiffman said. “it was a really tight base-‐
ball game. We mostly put our older guys out 
there with more experience. They were able to 
focus and compete. I was really impressed with 
the situational awareness of our team — up to 
bat, running the bases.”
 Schiffman said he found new perspective 
about the game he loves.
 “As a player you think of that specific at-‐bat, 
but when you’re coaching you look at the whole 
scheme of things or how the whole thing is 
gonna play out,” Schiffman said. “That’s the 
move you make. I haven’t had anybody get too 
upset about it. When I make a decision, I try to 
make sure that I’m clear and that we’re moving. 
People understand a lot of the times why we 
make the decision that we do.”
 Schiffman said any doubts present when the 
season started were put out of mind, and the 
experience of coaching and playing has given 
him and the team an opportunity to grow 
closer together.
 “From a player-‐manager standpoint, yeah, it 
is a little difficult,” Schiffman said of his time 
coaching the Aggies. “But it’s a learning experi-‐
ence and it has given guys the opportunity, not 
only them but myself, to mature.”
 Schiffman said he sometimes struggles find-‐
ing the balance between being a player with 
his friends and being a coach. Fortunately, his 
teammates from previous seasons have given 
him support in the coaching decisions he made.
 “A lot of times I want to be a player, and so I 
want be guys’ friends,” Schiffman said. “I feel 
like I’m still their friend and teammate, but 
I feel like it’s hard when you have to make a 
coaching decision to make a move and I’m the 
guy that does it. I don’t want to hurt anybody’s 
feelings, but we’re still out there trying to win.”
 Doyle is confident in Schiffman’s attitude.
 “He didn’t want players thinking he was put-‐
ting himself first,” Doyle said. “In reality, he’s 
one of our best players.”
 The Aggies have 30 players on their roster 
this fall and 12 of those are returning players. 
Coach Doyle plans on having up to 24 play-‐
ers for the spring roster — the team will have 
another cut.
 Doyle is confident in his team’s abilities, but 
tells his players, “It’s more than just talent.”
 “I would give our team as good of shot as any 
team at the region title,” Doyle said. “It takes a 
whole lot more than just talent to win a cham-‐
pionship. We have to play together as a team. 
There are a lot of intangibles.”
 The Aggies had a 10-‐6 record for the fall sea-‐
son, but Doyle said he’s expecting to see good 
things out of the team after the winter break 
during the more-‐important spring season, 
which begins Feb. 15 at the College of Southern 
Idaho.
 He thinks it is likely the Aggies will repeat 
this season as conference champions.
 “We’ve got 12 of our 15 players returning and 
added some more good players,” Doyle said. 




BASEBALL: Schiffman in charge for fall season, Doyle back in Spring
From page 8                                          
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the American people misinformation. Shallow 
ate injustice, from America’s invasion of Iraq 
during the George W. Bush administration 
tration, Anderson 
said.
 We respect 
Anderson for his 
candor and agree 
with him that, 
overall, the quality of journalism in America 
gers at journalists and say, “You need to work 
ing harder than they ever have. There are just 
many fewer of them. The news industry is still 
shrinking from the effects of the Internet. Yes, 
newspapers and broadcast news outlets can 
make money from Internet advertising, but 
not nearly as much as they made in their old 
formats. The Internet is now decades old, but 
news media still haven’t found a way to stay in 
business beside downsizing reporters, editors 
print and broadcast business models into a 
new format that just won’t support them.
nalism is the dwindling number of students 
considering careers in journalism. Time and 
time again, we at The Statesman have been 
nalism — even by advisors and professors 
within the journalism and communications 
department. The decline seems natural, now 
ing their lives to the ideals of journalism our 
society embraces, who will gather news? If 
the demand for quality journalism rises in the 
future, like Anderson hopes, will we be able to 
meet it with a withered supply of journalists? 
We all value unbiased, truthful news — but 
do we value it enough to buy a newspaper 
subscription? Do we value it enough to write 
letters to the editor, buy ad time or space 
from local news outlets, or donate to National 
Public Radio?
ism enough to pay for it, and the less we pay 
journalists, the worse our news will get. The 
quality of news may get so bad that people 
will reverse the trend and willingly fund for 
upstart news outlets dedicated to the kind of 
journalism traditional media is slowly losing — 
or Americans may stop caring about news. 
If we can’t find a way to pay newsgatherers 
competitive wages, the big businesses and big 
government will continue to move us away 
from democracy and into their pockets.




 While the attention 
of the country has turned 
to the race for the White 
House, it is easy to forget 
there are a number of local 
and state elections that 
have a significant impact 
on our lives. In Utah, the 
gubernatorial race presents 
tion that will likely shape 
the course of the state for 
years to come. While so 
many are frustrated with partisanship and extremism 
in politics, we find ourselves with a choice between an 
administration laden with scandals and controversy and 
a candidate that brings a moderate approach and strong 
experience to lead the state. 
ence ranges from longtime service in the military, where 
he attained the rank of major general, to a background 
in business as well as working in the public sector. He 
City Winter Olympic Games and has worked to restore 
Fort Douglas and promote Hill Air Force Base. He is also 
a successful small businessman who understands the 
economic needs of the state. He has worked constantly 
to create partnerships between the public and private 
sector, a skill important in his business and significantly 
affecting his policies for governing. 
 The ideas and vision Cooke brings are indispensable 
to the progress of the state. He places strong emphasis 
on education, noting that “Investing in schools is key to 
 Gary Herbert has 
served the state of Utah 
well as governor since his 
lowing Jon Huntsman’s 
ly seeking to be elected to 
nor of Utah. His primary 
torial race is Democratic 
candidate Peter Cooke, a 
retired major general in 
the U.S. Army Reserve.
 To be honest, I know very little about Cooke. From 
what I have been able to learn about him, he seems 
to be a fine man who has served his country well 
and has been successful in business. If I didn’t think 
the state wasn’t being managed well at the moment, 
I’d give him a serious look: However, I believe Gov. 
Herbert has been an excellent leader of the state.
ing a dropping unemployment rate and growing 
hiring rate since he was appointed governor. He has 
also eliminated more than 300 unnecessary business 
regulations, making it easier for businesses to expand. 
 Utah has been ranked by Forbes as the best state 
in the country for business, and I believe Herbert will 
nesses to locate. He recognizes that businesses seek 
a return on their investment, which is often why they 
choose to bring their business to Utah. 
 Herbert has also been a strong voice for education 
issue
AColumn
D i v i d e d







See RIGHTSee LEFT, 
To the editor:
dents at USU, we are 
responding to “Hitting 
From our perspectives, 
as international students 
in a foreign country, we 
indeed desire to rapidly 
integrate into this society 
and adapt to the new 
environment as soon 
as possible. We have to 
admit that there must be 
some language problems 
with us, and there are 
few awkward moments 
when everybody laughs 
siasm and eagerness 
to communicate with 
Americans cannot be 
denied. Actually, this 
must be the best way for 
guage. However, I have 
dents more than once.
 Last time I ate dinner 
at the Junction, a dining 
hall of USU, I chatted 
with a native and she 
said to me, “You are so 
special, I thought the 
Chinese students went 
From my experience I 
will say this is really just 
a phenomenon of this 
Chinese stereotype. My 
best friend, Morgan, a 
Tennessean, and I do 
everything together, 
except shower, of course. 
She always tells me to go 
around and make some 
new friends. She says not 
Students aren’t 
stereotypes 
 No poster child 
is perfect
To the editor:
This is in response to 
Liz Emery’s article that 
was published in the 
Statesman edition of 
In her article Ms. Emery 
tions about Amanda 
committed suicide. My 
purpose is not to write 
about Amanda’s situation 
or her reasons for taking 
her own life, but rather 
to write and express my 
distaste for Ms. Emery’s 
response. 
 WANTED: New poster 
movement.
 Requirements: Smart, 
physically attractive by 
cessful, popular among 
ers, protective parents 
that track every action 
nicates any/all concerns 
to parents, friends and 
therapists, no desire to 
experiment with alcohol 
or drugs, abstinent, the 
ers from stalking you, 
no desire for personal 
attention, and of course, 
someone who has been 
bullied before. 
 R e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s : 
(as Ms. Emery puts it). 
Never show that you are 
ForumLetters
a regular human being 
ence and doubts about 
life. If you feel like a 
ing, because teenagers 
should never have to 
er they should already 
have these life lessons, 
values, experiences 
and wisdom instilled in 
them.
 Please email your 
applications and include 
professional headshots, 
tic surgery, rhinoplasty, 
face lifts or changes 





Voting for me is low on 
a long list of priorities, 
right after hand carving 
a canoe. I think many 
engaged students would 
take offense to Dr. Lyon 
calling students lazy for 
tial election. Even the 
percentage of students 
are informed to Dr. Lyon’s 
pletely arbitrary) may find 
better uses of their time 
like me. For instance, I 
could do homework, or 
work to earn money. The 
probability that one vote 
tion is so astronomical 
that it isn’t relevant to 
vote. Unless your goal for 
But if that is the case, 
the best way to be heard 
is not vote, but to be 
See LETTERS
others will help me to 
understand, just as she 
does.
Wenbin Xu and two others
loud. I don’t need to 
prove anything to any-
body by voting. I can 
achieve they same out-
come just by lying and 
telling people I voted 
for whomever. I’m not 
going to jump through 
hoops of paperwork this 
year, and it’s not that I’m 
lazy, Dr. Lyon, it’s just 
that have so many bet-
ter uses of my time. Our 
country deserves people 









 Oct. 27 marked one 
month since I’ve arrived 
in Germany, and my God 
has it been the most 
interesting month of 
my life. There’s nothing 
quite like being dropped 
in a place where you lit-
erally know no one. It’s 
been two weeks since 
my last column, and boy 
have there been some 
interesting experiences.
 But I would first like 
to admit, I have fallen 
for fashion here. I have 
failed my cultural duty to 
remain an individual and 
am now sporting a good-
looking scarf where ever 
I go. I hang my head in 
shame. But hey, at least 
I’m looking fashionable 
in my disgrace.
 Now when I attempt 
to speak German, it 
becomes apparent 
to others that I’m not 
from around here. I 
completely butcher the 
grammar, mispronounce 
the vocabulary and call 
people by the wrong 
gender. After respond-
ing in fast German and 
seeing my face turn to 
one of extreme confu-
sion, we switch to speak-
ing in English. I’ve had 
many great conversa-
tions about the cultural 
differences between our 
two countries.
 I’m often asked the 
question, “Who do you 
support for president?” 
I respond by saying I 
detest both Mitt Romney 
and Barack Obama. 
Why? Well, both kinda 
support the use of preda-
tor drone strikes. Drone 
strikes that have killed 
countless children in 
Pakistan — because noth-
ing stops the rise of ter-
rorism like causing the 
deaths of innocent kids.
 “Well who in the world 
do you support?” I would 
go on to say I prefer 
the Libertarian candidate 
Gary Johnson. I always 
love the confused look 
I end up getting. Most 
Germans simply have no 
idea about third-party 
candidates in the U.S. 
The media that reach-
es here simply doesn’t 
acknowledge them. Not 
surprising though. What 
news do we hear from 
Germany, or even from 
Europe in general? 
 What I will say though 
is Germans here love 
Obama and would 
vastly prefer him over 
Romney. There’s a seri-
ous dislike of Romney 
and Republicans in 
general: Not because 
he’s Mormon or any-
thing like that, but 
because the Germans 
view Republicans as 
religious fundamental-
ists who push their reli-
gious beliefs on others, 
especially in regard to 
gay rights and women’s 
reproductive rights. 
This point in my column 
would have been the 
perfect time to make a 
reference to Utah cul-
ture, but I digress.
 Last week, I had an 
experience that showed 
me just how different 
German and American 
cultures are.
 A friend of mine invit-
ed me to a student group 
called “InTeam.” I had 
no idea what their goal 
was, but I said sure and 
tagged along. Next thing 
I knew, I was on cam-
pus watching a 15-min-
ute slide show showing 
drunk college students 
at crazy parties. It turns 
out InTeam is a student 
organization whose 
entire purpose is to cre-
ate those parties for stu-
dents. 
 The lights went back 
on and more than six 
cases of beer were 
brought in. A bunch of 
students then proceeded 
to play a drinking game 
on campus at a Catholic 
university. Having lived 
with Logan’s overzealous 
police force, I was wait-
ing for police to barge in 
and tackle helpless col-
lege students. 
 But this is Germany, 
not the United States. 
The drinking age here 
is 16 compared to our 
ridiculous age require-
ment of 21. This differ-
ence in drinking age 
helps explain the behav-
ior I saw next. The after-
meeting drinking didn’t 
result in a crazy drunk 
party. People were not 
getting drunk, throwing 
up all over the place or 
becoming incapacitated. 
It simply was just a group 
of students hanging out 
with each other.
 For these students, 
alcohol has been part 
of their lives for years 
already. The phase of get-
ting wasted and making 
mistakes was all learned 
during high school, and 
now they were respon-
sible drinkers having a 
good time. It made me 
really envious that the 
drinking culture here is 
much more mature than 
compared to back home. 
Here I was enjoying a 
delicious white Bavarian 
beer with a group of fun, 
responsible and mature 
drinkers.
 Back home, I would 
be underage and almost 
certainly in a setting 
where the climate of 
drinking was to get drunk 
as fast as you can — not 
to mention the constant 
fear of police back in 
Logan. Our drinking laws 
are silly. The Germans 
got it right.
 I now prepare myself 
to board a train to 
Dieringhausen this week. 
I’ll be working on train-
ing students on student 
activism and organizing. 
It should prove to be 
a fun time. Until then, 
tschuss! 
– Justin Hinh is a senior 
majoring in political sci-
ence and economics. 
He is now on a year-
long study abroad in 
Ingolstadt, Germany. 
Send comments to jus-
tintsn10@gmail.com.





our state’s economic competitive-
ness, prosperity and to our quality 
of life.” In addition to an educated 
workforce, Cooke has created an 
economic plan that relies on a fair 
tax policy, a favorable environment 
for businesses and working with the 
regions of the state to create a part-
nership between the public and pri-
vate sector. He also understands the 
need to develop safe, clean and inex-
pensive sources of energy to ensure 
the well-being of the state’s natural 
beauty as well as the economy. 
 While many in the state belong 
to the same party as Gov. Herbert, 
they have also opposed the scandals 
and disappointments of his tenure, 
including cutting millions of dollars 
from education, wasting money on a 
lawsuit doomed to fail, taking bribes 
from corporations who benefited 
from state contracts and signing a bill 
restricting access to public records. 
Even within Republican ranks, there 
has been a great deal of complaint 
about the corruption and mishan-
dlings of Herbert’s administration. 
 Cooke is a true political moder-
ate, appealing to a vast majority of 
Utahns. While Utah is a conservative 
state, most of the populations are 
not nearly as extreme as Herbert or 
the state legislature. Though some 
people vote blindly based purely 
on political party, I hope thoughtful 
and informed citizens would try to 
find the candidate most qualified 
and representative of their views. 
Peter Cooke is the best choice to 
be Utah’s governor, not based on 
partisan pandering or political iden-
tity, but because of his experience, 
dedication and ideas for the future.  
– Mike McPhie is a senior from Toole, 
Utah, majoring in law and consti-
tutional studies. During the spring 
semester, he interned in Washington, 
D.C. Send him comments at mike.
mcphie@aggiemail.usu.edu.
in Utah and believes strongly in investing in it. He 
recognizes that simply pouring money into the state’s 
educational system doesn’t necessarily make schools 
better off, but funding combined with proper manage-
ment and great teachers is what will move education 
in the state forward. He has increased funding for 
Utah schools and as a matter of fact, education cur-
rently takes up roughly two-thirds of the state’s bud-
get.
 I do have one area of combined criticism and com-
pliment for the governor. He has set a goal for 66 per-
cent of the Utah workforce to have a college degree 
or skilled trade certificate by the end of the decade. 
I think a goal like that is great, but I feel the governor 
hasn’t offered a plan on how the state will reach that 
goal. Perhaps in the coming days, the governor will 
lay out details on how he plans to make that number a 
reality.
 All in all, Gov. Herbert has led the state well. I 
believe we should again elect him as our governor.
– Casey Saxton, a sophomore majoring in business 
administration, is the president of the USU College 
Republicans. He can be reached at caseysaxton@hot-
mail.com.
LEFT: Cooke is the more qualified candidate
From page 11                                                         
RIGHT: Vote Herbert
From page 11                                                         
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LETTERS: Students don’t need to adopt customs
From page 11                             
To the editor:
 As international students 
at USU, we are respond-
ing to “Hitting the Cultural 
Barrier” in the October 16 
Internationals, 
not immigrants
Utah Statesman, by Justin 
Hinh.  In his letter, Justin 
assumed that internation-
al students at USU don’t 
speak English, but he didn’t 
make an effort to find out 
if this is true.  (By the way, 
in order to be accepted at 
USU, international students 
have to pass an English test.) 
If Justin had just asked the 
international students, they 
would have answered him 
in English.  And regarding 
his comment that it’s up 
to international students 
to adopt to American cul-
ture, we disagree.  We are 
here to study-- not to immi-
grate--maybe we can learn 
about U.S. culture, just as 
Americans can learn about 
ours.  It’s not fair to judge 
people from just one small 
experience in Germany. 
Finally, we would like to 
say that if Justin wants to 
avoid hitting the cultural 
barrier, he should start with 
himself.
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Bliss  MCT Features
Tyson Cole
Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
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16 Bo’s’n’s “Hold it!”
17 Blink of an eye























45 Prez before Jack





54 Hole for a
shoelace
56 Heart, soul, or
heart and soul
59 Precisely
62 Cheer for a diva
64 Fragrant
compound





68 Fort Worth sch.
69 Stockpile
70 Repaired, as a
shoe
71 “But then again ...”
DOWN

































































By Don Gagliardo & C.C. Burnikel 10/29/12







For Friday Oct. 26 — Nov. 1
Open Sun-Fri at 3:45  |  Saturday open 11:30 for 
www.walkercinemas.net
753-6444
    
TimeOut 






 The Warren Miller ski and snow-‐
boarding film “Flow STATE” will be 
shown at the Kent Concert Hall on Nov. 
1 and Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. Tickets can be pur-‐
chased in advance at Al’s Sporting Goods, 
the Fine Arts CCA Box Office or at the 
door for $18. Purchase includes a free lift 
ticket to the Canyons and a subscription 
to Ski Magazine.
 Aggie Blue Bikes is hosting the school’s 
first Alternative Transportation Week. 
Any faculty, student or staff member of 
Utah State University can participate. All 
you need to do is come into Aggie Blue 
Bikes, between Oct. 24-‐31, and swipe your 
USU card if you got to campus by using 
the following forms of transportation: 
cycling, walking, the bus, carpooling. 
Prizes will be given out daily to active par-‐
ticipants.
 Delta Sigma Phi is bringing back the 
Haunted House this Halloween. Come 
and support this philanthropic event. All 
proceeds go to the American Red Cross 
and SNAC. Location: 837 N 800 E, Logan. 
(Fraternity house right in front of the Dee 
Glen Smith Spectrum). $4 or $3 with a 
can of food.
 Join Lieutenant Governor Greg Bell 
for a question and answer session on Oct. 
31 at 3:30 p.m. in the library Room 154.
 The Theatre Arts Department presents 
“Legally Blonde,” the hit Broadway 
musical taking the stage Nov. 1-‐3 and 
6-‐10 at 7:30 p.m. in the Morgan Theatre, 
located in the Chase Fine Arts Center. 
When Delta Nu’s president Elle Woods 
gets dumped, she decides to get “seri-‐
ous” to win her boy back. But once at 
Harvard Law, she discovers the true power 
behind being legally blonde. Based on 
the MGM motion picture starring Reese 
Witherspoon. This show is rated I for lan-‐
guage.
 Ethan Fallis will be hosting his Senior 
Cello Recital on Nov. 2 at 5 p.m. The 
even will be held in the Performance Hall 
and will feature works by Bach, Ligeti, 
Shostakovich, and Tchaikovsky.
 Diwali is one of the biggest and most 
celebrated festivals in India. On this joy-‐
 Classes added by petition only (charged $100 late-‐
add fee)
 No dropping of classes permitted
 Early Voting, ALL DAY Juniper Lounge TSC
 Milk Taste Test, Nutrition & Food Sciences Rm 209, 
10 a.m.
 Effective Coping Workshop, TSC 310B 11:30-‐12:30 
p.m.
 Relaxation Workshop, TSC 310B 5-‐6:30 p.m.
 Effective and Responsible Citation Analysis, 
Library 154 3:30-‐5 p.m.
 Pre-‐Vet Club Presents Guest Speaker of the Month 
Dr. Hess, 5-‐6 p.m.
 Annual Halloween Art Auction, Chase Fine Arts 
Center 6:30-‐8 p.m.
 Yarncraft Guild Meeting, TSC 335 7-‐9 p.m.
 Delta Sigma Phi Haunted House, 7 p.m.
 Aggies For Christ, TSC Hub 8:30-‐9:30 p.m.
 Early Voting, ALL DAY Juniper Lounge TSC
 Legally Blonde the Musical, Morgan Theatre 7:30-‐
10 p.m.
 Women’s Basketball vs. New Mexico Highlands, 
Dee Glenn Smith Spectrum 
 Crate stacking competition, Nelson Fieldhouse, 7 
p.m. $3 admission
 Science Unwrapped: black holes. ESLC 130, 7-‐8:30 
p.m.
 Chinese Christian Fellowship, ENGR 203, 6:30-‐
8:30 p.m.
 Delta Sigma Phi Haunted House, 837 N. 800 East 
Logan, 7 p.m. $4 admission
 Lt. Gov. Debate, TSC Ballroom 11:30-‐12:45 p.m.
 Early Voting, ALL DAY Juniper Lounge TSC
 Joy of Depression Workshop, TSC 310B 1:30-‐2:30 
p.m.
 Out of the Blue, TSC Sunburst Lounge, 11:30-‐12:30 
p.m.
 Aggies with the Times, TSC Colony Rooms, 11:30 
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
ous occasion, the Indian Student Association 
would like to invite you for a night of Indian 
traditional cuisine and cultural performanc-‐
es from all over the country on Nov. 3 in the 
TSC Ballroom from 6-‐11 p.m. Tickets will be 
on sale Nov. 1-‐2
 The CAVAHA Jr. Aggies are hosting a try 
it for free night. Kids ages 4-‐14 are encour-‐
aged to come and try hockey for free at the 
Eccles Ice Arena on Nov. 3. For more infor-‐
mation visit www.cachehockey.com.
 Live Music at Caffe Ibis featuring Zac 
Bettinger on Nov. 4 from 12-‐2 p.m.  Guitarist-‐
extraordinaire,  Zac Bettinger’s stylings 
will soothe your soul.  Come in for the best 
brunch and music in town.
 Come help an attempt  to break the world 
record for speed dating. Every person will 
have the chance to win date-‐night giveaways. 
This will include events, restaurant gift 
cards, etc. Come join us on Nov. 5 in the TSC 
Ballroom at 6 p.m.
Argyle Sweater  Universal 
www.utahstatesman.com
More Calendar and FYI 
listings, Interactive Calendar 
and Comics at 
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Today is Tuesday, 
Oct. 30, 2012. 
Today’s issue of The 
Utah Statesman is 
published especially 
for Ryan Heywood, 
a freshman from 
Heber majoring in 
aviation.
High: 67° Low: 34°
Skies: Sunny
Humidity: 67 percent
Today in History: On Oct. 30, 
1938, Orson Welles caused 
a nationwide panic with his 
broadcast of “War of the 
Worlds” — a realistic radio 





Flu Shots Available 
In Store Daily
From Our Friendly Pharmacists




6:00 AM - Midnight
Closed Sunday
Like us on facebook for 
additional savings Prices Effective  
Oct. 30 -­ Nov. 6, 2012
lasagna
meal deal
Good only at participating 





(1) Shasta 2 Liter Soda
(1) Western Family 10 oz. 
Garlic Bread
(1) Western Family 90 oz.  Lasagna 
With Meat Sauce
Lasagna Meal Deal
Vendor Coupon - Expires November 6, 2012
$999
TAW






























Western Family 11.5-12 oz.




of  the  GAME  
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Western  Family  48  oz.  Premim
Ice  Cream
TRAFFIC STOPPER Saturday
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For even more deals, scan this with your 
mobile device or visit our website at
leesmarketplace.com
2281  N  Main  Street  
Logan,  UT  84341    |    
435.752.3252
2281  N  Main  Street  
Logan,  UT  84341    |    
435.752.3252
2281  N  Main  Street  
Logan,  UT  84341    |    
435.752.3252
Mon-­Thurs.  11-­10  pm  
Fri  &  Sat  11-­11  pm
Sunday  12-­8  pm
Mon-­Thurs.  11-­10  pm  
Fri  &  Sat  11-­11  pm
Sunday  12-­8  pm
Mon-­Thurs.  11-­10  pm  
Fri  &  Sat  11-­11  pm
Sunday  12-­8  pm
Things you need
 to know about
It’s Time to Get 
to Your Fav rite!to Your Favorite!
Still as GREAT as 
you remember ...
WINGER’S WINGER’S
 15% off with USU student ID 
    all day, any day!
 Voted BEST WINGS in America by
    USA Today!
 $2 Drafts every day!
 Take Out Available!
 It’s where AGGIES hang out!
 15% off with USU student ID all     
   day, any day!
 Voted BEST WINGS in America by
    USA Today! 
 Plasma TV for Big Games!       
 Take Out, too!    $2 Draft  every day!
 It’s where AGGIES hang out!
 15% off with USU student ID 
    all day, any day!
 Voted BEST WINGS in America by
    USA Today!
 $2 Drafts every day!
 Take Out Available!







100% chance of 
To-Die-For Breadsticks
FREE with  food purchase!
Once you’ve eaten at 
Callaway’s Garage, you’ll 
never go back to the Garden!




54 N. Main St. in Smithfield
54  N.  Main  St.,  Smithfield
Just  5  minutes  down  the  road!
Reservatio s  /  435-­563-­9179
54  N.  Main  St.,  Smithfield
Just  5  minutes  down  the  road!
Reservations  /  435-­563-­9179
54  N.  Main  St.,  Smithfield
Just  5  minutes  down  the  road!
Reservations  /  435-­563-­9179
54  N.  Main  St.,  Smithfield
Resservations  /  435-­563-­9179
with 
USU ID!
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